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This syllabus synopsis includes the highlights of the workshop presentation, which is a 
powerpoint presentation that is distributed to attendees, but is available from the author by an e-
mail request (jtobin@wfubmc.edu). 
 

This workshop is aimed at faculty in their early years in an academic practice, whether 
located at a Children's Hospital or practicing pediatric anesthesia in a general academic 
institution.  The elements of success in academics do vary from one institution to another, but 
some similarities are noted across most institutions. 
 

The definition of success may be tailored to the individual. It may include a favorable 
completion of specified goals or endeavors, attainment of wealth or security, notoriety or 
infamy!  Regardless, you define whether your ambitions are to be a successful educator as 
deemed by the success of your students, promotion to the rank of professor, launch to a position 
as a chairman, or highlighted as a successful scientific investigator.  Others would feel successful 
in seeing the fruits of their labor as a intellectual property (invention) becomes approved for 
clinical use.  Success also includes having a positive nuclear family, time to enjoy them, a 
rewarding clinical practice, opportunity to pursue your passions, and a sense of contribution, 
self-growth and actualization. How do you define success for yourself? 
 
How to become successful? 
 
 Becoming successful requires that you develop your definition of success or defining 
your priorities. Establishing your clinical skills or forte is important, while making interesting 
observations about your practice.  Your interests could be in ergonomics, safety, efficiency, 
clinical pharmacology, novel equipment use, or basic science mechanisms of disease or 
therapies.  What brings you joy and what are you willing to sacrifice?  If promotion is important 
to you, does a specific pursuit contribute to your promotability?  What are the criteria for 
promotion, in general and specifically at your institution or department?  You are the person who 
is most responsible for your success. 
 
 Academic medical centers are complex institutions that provide clinical care, research, 
education, and require administrative talents, political activism and community outreach.  These 
multiple missions require significant financial support and may be in conflict with each other for 
limited resources, rather than customarily being complementary in their scope.  Knowing your 
institution's strengths and weaknesses as well as its future vision for success will enable you to 
determine if you may be successful with your endeavors.  Clinical trials require infrastructure, 
and basic science investigations require wet lab space and personnel, and possibly animal care 
facilities.  Epidemiologic investigations do not require wet lab space, but specific skill sets in 
design of investigations and interpretation of data.  All this is a preamble to acknowledging that 
one requirement of promotion in nearly all institutions will be scholarship.   
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Scholarship may include contributions in the scholarship of discovery, integration, 
education or teaching, application, or service (Boyer).  Each of these fields allows you to express 
some intellectual curiosity and contribution.  Original manuscript publication is certainly a 
benchmark of scholarship, but it is not the only defined contribution.  Complex institutions 
require people to manage or administer certain units or centers such as capital equipment, 
personnel, safety, quality assurance, etc.  Although I would recommend avoiding too many 
invitations to serve on committees or taking on administrative duties (which suck energy and 
time like a black hole), examine which participation may offer the opportunity for you to develop 
scholarship in policy formation, manuscript publication or becoming involved at a national level 
in policy/guideline formulation. 
 
How to get started with your own scholarship? 
 

If you haven't previously published any original materials, get started by offering to 
collaborate with a more accomplished faculty member.  This alliance could become a 
mentor/protégé relationship or just a natural collaboration of clinical interests.  If you offer to get 
involved, be sure your offer is genuine - don't disappoint by offering and never finding the time.  
Also, be careful of the 'chapter trap'!  Writing an authoritative chapter is a very demanding task, 
and it often doe not translate into recognition by a promotions committee.  If you do decide to 
get your name out there, don't tackle more than you can deliver on.  Case reports and 
retrospective reviews are good potential initial projects.  However, get some advice before you 
start about the potential interest and worthiness of publication of your intended subject.  Ask 
advice.  Let others know you are interested in collaborating as most faculty members will not 
chase you to determine whether you are interested.  Learn how to review a manuscript and offer 
to assist senior colleagues in their reviews.  You get credit and learn what makes a manuscript a 
winner vs. not successfully published. 
 
Mentorship 
 

At all levels of success, there is still more to learn.  Each of us should recognize that there 
are important role models in our lives.  Choose these people as mentors.  We need mentoring in 
multiple dimensions: scientific, clinical, scholarship, networking, politics, integrating into the 
hierarchy or community, finances and the list goes on.  Important qualities in a mentor are their 
willingness to share and provide feedback, and also not to take credit for your work, enthusiasm 
and contributions.  This is called toxic mentoring.  Mentors should not be in competition with 
you.  Consider who will be your active and passive mentors.  Learn from each positive role 
model you encounter for their manner in addressing an issue, confronting a problem, creatively 
solving a situation and communications styles that work.  Confident mentors will help you with 
your early drafts of manuscripts and designs of scholarly projects.  It is rare to find all the 
qualities you are looking for in one person, so don’t hesitate to learn the best from many and 
integrate these lessons into your own style.  If you approach a person to be an active mentor, be 
prepared to be an active protégé.  The relationship is an active one with responsibilities on both 
persons.  Mentors should also open the door for you to meet other people in social or 
professional groups to bring you to a higher level of participation.  If asked to take on some work 
at a regional or national society committee level, consider doing so.  Remember not to accept 
more than you can accomplish, because once invited, you don’t want to disappoint. 



 
 Develop a local forte.  Be the contact for something special:  children with disabilities, 
developing preoperative guidelines, develop QI monitors that may help change practice patterns, 
become the difficult airway person, the pediatric simulation suite educator, the liaison with the 
NICU, capital equipment committee for pediatric equipment, the database person for children of 
a specific group (congenital heart disease, NICU, remote locations or some other field that 
interests you). 
 
 Once you’ve started to get rolling, take a self-assessment every six months to see how 
your progress is going.  If you know you will need 10-15 manuscripts in order to go up for 
promotion, be sure you are on your way.  If you need institutional citizenship, be sure you are on 
a standing committee for the medical school and the department.  Medical school promotions 
don’t usually consider hospital-based appointments, as much as medical school contributions.  If 
in doubt about what’s important at your institution, don’t hesitate to talk to your Chairman.  If 
you wait until 5 years in rank to start the discussion, you will find you are late and disappointed.  
As we build a track record of accomplishments, it’s easy to get too full of ourselves.  Take and 
offer criticism graciously, consider the source, and if the critique seems appropriate, make an 
action plan to address the issue.  This might be communication style, effectiveness of teaching 
methods, learning not to misquote the literature, becoming more collaborative with surgeons or 
scientists, and be willing to share your good fortune and pearls of wisdom with those just a little 
bit behind your level and with residents and fellows. 
 
Your success may be redefined multiple times during your career as new doors open and new 
opportunities arise. Don’t be satisfied with the status quo and complacent.  There are nearly 
infinite possibilities for contributing, including those who have retired or have become disabled.  
Clinical work is just one dimension of our contributions.  Follow your interests and passions and 
align them with your goals and you will make unique contributions to our specialty. 
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